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TRES JOLIE CARAVANE
CLIVE BRAMFITT
The Senior Mountaineer was now safe. He had dined well and
wined even better; he was reasserting himself. " Repentance," he
muttered, drowning his conscience with another glass of vin rouge,
" is the virtue of weak minds." He would not apologise for his
climbing. " We are as God made us," he argued, shifting the
responsibility. The Prosecution did not take so charitable a view.
" We were his children," they mourned, " and he led us astray."
Exhibit A for the Defence was a Guide Book of historical value
but 46 years out of date. The Senior Mountaineer had it with him
when, having nothing else to do, he left the hut to reconnoitre the
route.
In 1896 Monsieur A. Regnier and his four followers climbed
the South Face of Les Bans for the first time. He sent a
"mariner's" account to the Rev. W. A. B. Coolidge who, in 1905,
gave it to the world in English. Not having used a compass for
years, the Senior Mountaineer passed over the orientation, preferring an instruction that what he had to aim at was a horizontal
band of snow. Something must have been lost in the translation,
however, for in 1896 it was over the right-hand branch of the
glacier; in 1951 it had unaccountably moved over to the left
branch. The Senior Mountaineer was puzzled but unconcerned; he
did not believe in Guide Books, anyway. The Long One, who
did, was peering over his shoulder. " Steep," he read, " and very
rotten." He was concerned, but knew that it was useless to argue.
There was an Ordinary Route up this thing, but they had to
traverse their mountains; it was part of The Creed.
The rest of the Faction was even more ignorant of the wrath
to come than the Long One. The Beard was being versatile over
the kitchen stove; the Blasphemer was dealing roughly with a
primus that had been subject to poetic licence for a week; while
its owner was dashing off a canto somewhere. The Red-Haired
Lass was "combing it out" and gazing vacantly through the
window; the Jeune Fille was bouncing up and down on a mattress.
Out on the moraine the Senior Mountaineer had shut his
book, for the sun was going down, and for all men it was the time,
if not for prayer, for at least a stocktaking of the soul. You know
the sort of evening; the splashes of tired sunlight, a darkening
mountain, a stray zephyr in the hair. It had that heart-searching
quality that gets down into a man's inner consciousness and stirs
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it up with a pole. He thought vaguely about Life and What Might
Have Been, and after contemplating his own unprofitable existence
took comfort, as all climbers do on these occasions, from the fact
that he could not have everything; he had his mountains; he must
take the consequences. Filled with a pleasant melancholy he pottered off to the hut to enjoy that most ancient symbol of equality
and trust; he went in to eat with his friends.
It was the Beard who insisted upon an early start on the
grounds that he was never happy after midnight; be wanted to
get at it. The Senior Mountaineer nodded sympathetically (he was
just never happy himself), set his alarm clock for 1.30 a.m.,
counted the blanketed bodies and slept like a child. When the
alarm went off three hours later he woke up feeling about ninety
and went out to Inspect The Weather. Finding it good, he lit the
candles and the stove and sat down with his head in his hands to
watch the water boil. All this was routine, it no longer excited
him. The Beard, on the other hand, came down fully charged,
wearing a headlight like the Moving Finger, and began to fill his
rucksack full of the heaviest things. " Come and get it!" cried the
Senior Mountaineer, concentrating hard on the breakfast. Tall
and short, round and cadaverous, they trickled in, mingling with
the shadows, the steaming tea, and the jingle of crampons. Conversation was not brilliant, for the pressure of night lay heavily
upon them. They were indeed among the Great Essentials.
The longest-ever-to-be-recorded traverse of Les Bans began
under a full moon and a blaze of stars. If ever a man should have
felt that " strange warming of the heart" it was the Poet. Reared
upon English rocks and Beudy Mwyd breakfasts, he had come to
the Alps to justify his faith in The Mountain Way and Sibelius.
But his heart did not warm. His mind was not inclined to measure
life from death. There would be blue skies but no heavenly choirs.
At 2.30 a.m. he was earthbound. He had sore feet and the backache; the divine spark was quenched. He was becoming, as the
Blasphemer put it, " like one of us a bit on the bleary side with
a weakness for letting other people do the leading." You can never
rouse the Blasphemer; he never weeps, he knows not why, but he
had climbed many mountains; he had suffered for years.
When the Senior Mountaineer reached the ice he no longer
felt tired. The Calm Before Action was upon him and he always
enjoyed getting into harness. " The Tools of the Trade," he
thought, happily pulling at a crampon strap; and looked round to
see who he could organise. The Long One preceded the Blasphemer
and the Poet in loose order up the ice. It was not necessary to
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rope up, but on a glacier the Senior Mountaineer had a tidy mind.
" Let's have rhythm," he said, offering the Jeune Fille a rope's
end. She accepted without comment; one cannot argue with
destiny.
Les Bans (11,978 ft.) is not considered a high mountain, but
makes up for it by having a hut at 6,000 feet and a bone-dry glacier
at a back-breaking angle. The Senior Mountaineer was soon glowing with sweat and protective instinct, for the Jeune Fille was a
first-timer. That is to say, she saw nothing irreverent in starting
a zig when the Senior Mountaineer was majestically zagging. Nor
was she surprised at his lack of irritation after hauling him to a
standstill for a mutual pant and a chat. He was surprised; a sure
sign, he thought, of the advancing years; and immediately put on
speed. They caught up the trio on the edge of the first crevasse,
heard the Blasphemer remark prophetically that they had plenty
of time, paused for a barley-sugar and passed over. It was getting
light now and there was only one objective: the hut on the other
side. The Beard, having corrected his crampon trouble, was
coming up fast on the left. Increasing his stroke, the Senior Mountaineer entered the left branch of the glacier first, had no reason to
feel suspicious, climbed in and out of the bergschrund and gained
the rocks. " Good crampon practice," grinned the Beard, taking
them off. The Spearhead said nothing. He could feel the heat of
the sun now; the thing was getting serious.
At this stage of the offensive their timber was strong, their
morale as high as one can expect in the Alps; but in the slow
movement that followed, up the initial ridge covered in what
appeared to be three inches of cinders, the " fate motif " was heard
for the first time. When the smoke had cleared away the Senior
Mountaineer and charge could be seen trundling unconcernedly up
a lofty spur with the Faction licking its wounds underneath.
" Steep," whispered the Long One in a minor key, " and very
rotten," He was going to be right again. Down at Number 7 the
Blasphemer's variations were of a more strident character. He
never repressed himself among mountains. " Let it all come out,"
he would say cheerfully to a deeply-wounded friend back at the
hut. The Poet, of course, reacted differently. He was struggling
not only against falling bodies but also against those beastly selfassertive instincts which he knew were so unbecoming amongst
mountains. Only the Red-Haired Lass remained inscrutable. She
had found an Edelweiss; she was happy.
At the head of the spur was a horizontal band of snow, and
above that a wide choice of rotting buttresses. "This is it," thought
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the Long One, suspiciously watching the other two leaders go into
a huddle. "What's wrong with that?" cried the Beard, waving a
hand at an obvious gully directly above him. " Too steep," replied
the Senior Mountaineer, and traversed over to look for a depression he had seen from below. He found it sure enough, but with
two hundred feet of the best barring the way. He decided to try
it with the Jeune Fille. Would the Beard make his own decision?
The Trio had already made theirs; they would wait and see which
way was the easiest.
For the Senior Mountaineer and Jeune Fille the pitches were
difficult, the animation suspended. They climbed a wall before it
could fall down, backed up a crack without a " runner," and treading lightly worked out on to a rib which led to the depression.
They were now a good two rope's-lengths off the deck; pulses
returned to normal and they at once looked across to the gully.
The Beard was already in it with the Red-Haired Lass pawing at
its foot. The Trio (ITALICS) were sitting down smoking and
enjoying the sun. (END OF ITALICS.)
What the Senior Mountaineer should have done was to hold
on, count ten, and in a level voice tell his men that his route was
rather difficult, really quite dangerous, would they please follow
the Beard and they would all meet on the top, chaps! Monsieur
A. Regnier would have endorsed the procedure and so, probably,
would the four followers: not the Senior Mountaineer! Think of
of his trade motto " Get up 'em and get off 'em " and a struggle
with the cosmos on the wrong end of the rope; add a hot sun, a
thick sweater and perfect acoustics; take away the self-control;
and what have you got? The original trooper in person. In the
painful silence that followed his broadside the Separation became
complete.
Physically the progress of the vanguard up the depression was
almost literally a walk in the sun. They sat down in turn, let the
rope run through idling ringers, and stopped for " elevenses."
Spiritually it was a funeral procession; for the Jeune Fille's blood
was thicker than the Senior Mountaineer's. Five of her friends
were on the other side of that tottering buttress and she was taking
a pessimistic view. When the Senior Mountaineer broke the skyline he walked along the top and looked down the gully. He saw
nothing. He shouted, and heard nothing. " Aren't we going to
look for them?" said a small voice at his side. " No," he said,
gazing into the middle distance. He could not, dare not, go down
that rubbish. He looked at his alarm-clock gloomily; it was 11.30
a.m. They were late!
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Half-an-hour went by as the Senior Mountaineer put the case:
they were either coming up very islowly; hopelessly stuck; in full
retreat; or dead. He decided to go on, and using his nylon as a
drag-rope arrived on the summit an hour later. " And this,"
thought the Senior Mountaineer bitterly upon seeing nothing in
his rear, " is what comes of belonging to the Romantic School!"
As he Looked Down The Other Side he knew at once why Les
Bans hadn't been climbed for weeks. The Ordinary Route lay on
the North face; it was " plastered."
He could see where the Col was; he could see the Gendarme,
but no way of reaching it. He looked for " lines "; they all ran
the wrong way. He looked for a " weakness "; there wasn't one.
In a flutter he looked down an evil-looking couloir and hastily
searched for a buttress. " Down here," he said firmly to the Jeune
Fille. An hour later they were back on the summit empty-handed.
He looked back, not expecting to see anyone; he didn't see anyone
and it was 1.30 p.m. " Of course, we could crampon down there,"
he said to the Jeune Fille, pointing down the couloir and half
hoping she would refuse. " Yes, let's," she replied, evidently feeling more chirpy now that she was going downhill. He didn't feel
chirpy. He had to go down last and he could feel the cold breath
of a bivouac on the back of his neck.
His first axe-belay was a full six inches deep, with the Jeune
Fille having trouble with an ice step. " 111 lower you down there
if necessary," he called out obligingly. " Okay," she said, and
promptly fell off. Acutely conscious that even crampons slip sometimes, he lowered her into a pile of soft snow, where she beamed
happily and said " Thank you." " That's all right," he replied,
feeling sick but trying to look as though he faced death every
day. When he reached the step himself he decided that, though
when in his early twenties he might have cut his way gloriously
down it, the blood had since cooled and he now had responsibilities. He looked for another way and climbed delicately down
the rocks on the far side.
While the Jeune Fille was again kicking cheerfully downhill
the Senior Mountaineer was airing the most powerful of climbing
instincts; looking for a running belay. He called this practice
" keeping the party safe." After all, Shakespeare wrote his noblest
work under pressure of a bailiff ; he could do the same. He was
not quite sure of the simile but it would do for the moment. On
the side of the couloir a large boulder the size of a pillar-box lay
dormant. A small hook accommodated a karabiner sling that
practically walked out of his bosom. He could not put much
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weight on it no. But the party would be safer yes! The Jeune
Fille let the slack out and they met with mutual relief ; but they
failed to flick the sling off. Regretfully they drew the line through
and carried on, the Jeune Fille doing all the work, the Senior
Mountaineer distributing his largesse of slings, lines, and bootlaces. They reached a place where the couloir met the glacier
in a step so ferocious that the Senior Mountaineer decided not
to bother with it. He urged the Jeune Fille down and out in long
traversing lines, and when they reached the easy ridge that led
to the Gendarme they knew that they were safe and began to talk
naturally again. It was now early evening and the Senior Mountaineer's turn to take a pessimistic view. They discussed the
situation. They would go down to the Col, wait for the moonlight,
and then go back to the hut to see if the others had returned.
Even as they spake the Senior Mountaineer felt his ears waggle.
He looked up. A figure passed the summit. It was the Faction!
Authorities differ as to the exact time the Beard led his party
to the summit but there is no doubt that the sun was hull down
and sinking fast. For the Poet the sunset was triumphant brass.
He had been told that success meant nothing here ; it was all
wrong. He felt like a million dollars. The Red-Haired Lass,
drooping slightly, had been told that in the Alps one got to the
summit early in the morning. She began to put awkward questions
to the Beard, who was hardly in the mood to answer them. The
Long One gazing groggily at his watch had just completed fourteen privileged hours of leading with no hope of respite. To the
Blasphemer it meant a night out and that his chances of survival
were slight.
Ever since the Separation it had seemed to the Blasphemer
that the Beard and the Long One had got together the night before
and decided to kill him. At No. 5 he was beginning to appreciate
the feelings of a nucleus about to be split by a high-speed particle.
" Only I was negatively charged," he moaned pitifully to the Poet,
who was not the least bit sympathetic. That climber was reluctantly working himself up into a fighting mood. The gully had
grown steeper. The Beard sent down a continuous trickle of
stones onto the party and kept nagging the Red-Haired Lass to
stop doing it. The Long One watched the soles of her feet and
listened to her remarking that it wasn't very serious. Then the
Beard got one away the size of a football. It bounced once,
cannoned off the Blasphemer, removed half his ice-axe and left him
to draw in his breath sharply from force of habit.
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They had climbed for three hours from the hut to the gully,
spending the next twelve hours in the gully and getting to know
each other very well. When the Beard topped the ridge at sundown he saw two pairs of crampon tracks. " Been through early,"
he remarked grimly, and tore on to the summit, the Blasphemer
bent double over half an ice-axe. They too looked down the other
side ; they too were baffled. " And where," said the Beard
savagely, " are the instructions? " The instructions were 700 feet
lower down, heading rapidly north for bed and blankets. Then
the Beard saw the tracks; their tracks; they were like a devastated area "Is this couloir in bad condition?" he screeched.
" Yes! " came back faintly the voice of the Jeune Fille. " Stay
the night on the summit! " yelled the Senior Mountaineer, trying
to be helpful, and at the same time eyeing a large and protectivelooking Gendarme five yards away from him. Whether or not the
Beard heard them will never be known ; but he was in a hurry.
He drove in his axe, redeployed his troops, and urged them down
the couloir.
Unknown to the Faction, the Pair Fortunate were preparing
for their first unintentional bivouac. Searching for spare clothing,
they discovered they were wearing it. They then found a rocky
seat upholstered with snow, and put down the rope as a primary
insulation and the Senior Mountaineer's " sawn-off" for further
comfort. Then they removed soaking boots ; pulled the dry part
of their socks over their feet; plunged the result into well-ventilated rucksacks ; and tied up the tops of the rucksacks. They
were ready for the night.
Recollecting L''Affaire Bivouac in tranquillity, weighing so to
speak the aesthetic pros against the geographical cons, the Senior
Mountaineer decided somewhat bitterly that while at sea-level he
might have done himself justice, at 11,000 feet the cons had it.
They were alone yes. There was undoubtedly a moon. But no
chivalry, however deeply rooted in 14th Century prose, can survive the phenomenon of gooseflesh gathering at an air temperature
of 45 °F, or the sight of a half-empty tin of corned beef not looking
its best. They had a decor Tristan and Isolde would have been
proud of; yet they spent the night punching each other in the
back.
The scene higher up was of a less wistful character. The
Blasphemer had gone down first as he had now lost the other half
of his ice-axe. By the time he had reached the ice step it was
twilight; by the time three other flagging nervous-systems had
gone down it was dark and there was a traffic-jam in the pit
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below. At the top of the step the Beard swept the area with his
headlight and discovered the karabiner sling. To five souls hungry
for the horizontal it must have looked like the Holy Grail. They
did not examine the " pillar-box " on which it was draped. Their
only thought was that " they " had abseiled ; " they " were safe.
Get the rope out, chaps! The Blasphemer arranged the line, waded
so to speak into midstream, and threw his weight on it.
It was the Blasphemer's rucksack that saved his life. He
keeps that rucksack now (or what is left of it) and on the long
winter evenings when the hut is blue with cigarette-smoke and
the boys are shooting lines about the pitch they nearly fell off, he
gets it out and shows it around and the stirring tale is told anew.
The Blasphemer himself got off with a bruise.
Some time elapsed before the Red-Haired Lass realised that
the black shape bounding down the couloir was not the Blasphemer
but the " pillar-box." Unable to produce hysterics and with
silence fairly buzzing round her, she observed faintly that they
were all going to die. No one contradicted her. It was true, then
in her first season, too. She was sitting there, shrouded in an
anorak and waiting for the last enemy, when she was hit in the eye.
Shakespeare has a good one about not shooting the pianist
when he is doing his best. The Beard had decided that the situafion below needed his immediate personal attention. He was
doing in the dark what the Senior Mountaineer had thought better
of in daylight cutting his way gloriously down. He was
obviously doing his best, but the Red-Haired Lass did not see it
that way. She would go to pieces ; she would make a scene. In
a rising soprano she asked him what he thought he was doing.
The Beard was not in a position to make a statement. But the
Blasphemer was, felt like it, and did. He had now got the snow
out of his ears. He told her t@ shut up.
It needed all the Poet's new-found Kipling qualities to hold
the berserk Beard when he arrived with dripping axe and a cry
of " Down to the Gendarme! " In a quiet voice, the Poet explained (somewhat unnecessarily) that at two o'clock in the
morning man's vitality was at its lowest ebb ; that they must cut
a ledge and stay there for the night; and that the Red-Haired Lass
had had enough. (By now she had shut her eyes, on the Ostrich
principle.) After all, he had not read his Froissart for nothing.
He cut his ledge wide and he cut it alone. The Long One,
who had not read Froissart anyway, had been quietly sick after
drinking cognac on an empty stomach; now, unbelayed, he was
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drawing windproof trousers over cramponed feet with one hand
while he steadied himself with the other. The Blasphemer had just
lost his gloves ; he was also losing interest. The Beard was
hanging on to half-a-dozen ropes, contemplating the shambles and
wondering if all this was really happening to him. When the ledge
was finished they sat on their packs, dug cramponed feet into
holds, and sat there till dawn, chunks of frozen misery.
Down at the Gendarme, the Senior Mountaineer woke up for
the nth time to tell the Jeune Fille that on no account must she
go to sleep; and found that it was unnecessary. There was a
light in the east; the shivering session was over. After a routine
work-out they finished the corned beef, " got up," and peered at
the cliff through red rims. When the sun rose the sky was clear.
At eight o'clock heavy clouds gathered and it became colder. "They
must have started by now," murmured the Senior Mountaineer
despairingly, thinking of inquests and more bivouacs. At exactly
9.27 a.m. someone emerged from the now swirling mists and
screamed at them. There would be no inquests, apparently. They
had sat there for thirteen hours, but the next two were by far the
longest. To watch the limping procession coming down, watch
the shrinking visibility, and at the same time remain immobile,
impassive and tactfully silent, was for the Senior Mountaineer the
hardest pitch of all.
At about midday he could see the bloodshot of their eyes. He
saw the stoop of the Long One, the white socks of the Blasphemer.
He swallowed a lump or two and felt silly for were they not his
friends? Like St. Paul, they had fought the good fight; they
had finished the course. What noble sentiments would now pass
between them?
"Been cursing your name all night!" said the Blasphemer
without heat (he had lost even that). After a thirty-foot interval the
Poet appeared, sunk in a final abstraction; the spirit had taken over
at last. Relieving him of a cigarette, the Senior Mountaineer rallied
and looked hopefully up at the next arrival; but it was no use.
The Long One is a man whose silences are indeed eloquent. A
trussed-up bundle of scarves and windproofs was led by, shied
violently, and passed on lamenting. It had once been the RedHaired Lass. The Beard, of course, brought up the rear. He
carried his coils of office with more than his usual nonchalance.
On his face was that look of impersonal satisfaction of a man who
has given of his best and knows that his work has been good.
In their forty-first hour the proceedings drew mercifully to
a close. There was a steady tempo of rain and a lively coda of
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thunder. If there was music in the storm, it was a Dead March,
for the Senior Mountaineer was on his way into exile. There is
always a tight rope for a Petulant Private ; a discredited General
gets the block. But they make these climbers of resilient stuff.
He wrung out the legs of his trousers and brooded. After all, he
had his mountains were not these the consequences? The hotel
came in sight and his revs picked up. They were his mountains!
Others might keep them from him, might spoil them; he might
be crippled, grow old, or lose his nerve. But the line of the
mountain would still be there, and the noise of the torrent dashing
among the stones. There would always be fear and weariness,
always be cold and great winds on the ridges. But there would
also be the sweetness of relief, and the warmth of the sun would
be there waiting. Whatever happened, they would be his mountains still. And in the last analysis he would get his own back.
" Pardoned in heaven " that's what the man said " the first by
the throne."
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